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ABSTRACT. This paper deals with an analysis of rural
households' perception of their standards of living in
context of SME in which they work. The results are based
on a primary questionnaire survey conducted by authors
among Czech rural households at the end of 2014.
Household's subjective opinion on satisfaction with
standards of living and SME's contribution to the positive
development of its environment are analysed among
households divided into groups according to the
characteristics of SME in which the head of the household
works. The paper points to correlation between SME's
legal form and the distance from household's residence
and SME's contribution to the development of its
environment and also between SME's distance from
household's residence and household’s satisfaction with
standards of living. Findings of the paper help to deeper
our knowledge about the connection between SMEs and
rural standards of living. They would also help to
understand which factors rural development policy should
focus on in order to increase interest of population in rural
areas or to avoid urbanization. Correlations between
variables were analyzed using the method of Pearson's
Chi-squared test and Cramer's contingency coefficient
using STATA software.
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Introduction
In the last decades, many European countries have to face many negative trends. It
applies to many issues, especially rural areas, which are struggling with high unemployment
level, high average age, low population density or less accessible services and markets
(Terluin, 2003; OECD, 2006). These trends result in deteriorating level of infrastructure,
education or business activity, considered as a major factor of rural development (e.g. Bourne,
2011; Mainardes, Alves and Raposo, 2011).
Development of the rural areas is closely connected with small and medium-sized
enterprises – SMEs (Holmes and Smitchz, 1990). These companies create new jobs (for
example, SMEs employed 61% of Czech population and 67% population of European Union
– MPO, 2013; EC, 2014) and innovations or increase income level, causing an increase in
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standards of living and prevent population migration into the cities (Walsh et al., 2012;
Milbourne and Doheny, 2012; Mottiar and Ryan, 2007).
It is obvious, that SMEs play a crucial role in social, cultural and economic
development and without basic rural services (e.g. grocery, post office and restaurant) or
sufficient job opportunities, development of standards of living would not be possible.
Although, many authors are focused on the issue of standards of living and SMEs,
impact of SMEs on households' standard of living is still unexplored area – especially in
terms of the Czech Republic. Therefore, the aim of the authors is to focus on the issue and fill
this gap. The main purpose of this article is to determine how households assess the role of
SMEs in context of rural development. If they perceive SMEs' activity in the context of
standards of living development and if there exist some SMEs' characteristics influence this
perception.
1. Literature review
It is difficult to think of something else with a greater preoccupation than the standard
of living, which is part of people’s everyday thoughts. Today's idea of the standard of living is
full of contrasts, conflicts and even contradictions. Without general definition, the views on
this issue vary and create a disorganized unit (Sen, 1989).
Bennett (1937) already expressed the idea that the standard of living is the most
complex and difficult-to-grasp concept. Cottam and Mangus (1942) agree with that and add
that some definitions of the standard of living focus more on material consumption.
Vaďurová and Mühlpachr (2005) come with a fundamentally different view, stating
that today there is actually a tendency to purely subjective evaluation of quality of life, which
indicates a decisive approach.
The category which is intertwined with quality of life is happiness. Many thinkers
argue that the existence of the human species is based on happiness and every person should
try to get it because it is the most essential goal of human existence (Tefler In Shin and
Inoguchi, 2009). Shin and Inoguchi (2009) adds that in professional public it is prevailing a
consensus that happiness has a significant impact on quality of life.
The concepts ‘standard of living’ and ‘quality of life’ overlap in many areas and their
definitions are clearly reserved. Some authors try to include their penetration to the concept of
welfare. The thing that the experts agree with is that all these concepts are closely linked to
human needs.
Večerník (2012) explains the concept of multidimensional welfare which is a
quantifier of standard of living. An important stimulus for the research was Sarkozy's report
drawn up by the commission led by Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi. According to them, well-being
and welfare are influenced by the following external factors-material living standards,
consumption and wealth, health, education, personal activities including work, political
environment, social contacts and relationships, natural environment, personal and economic
uncertainty (Stiglitz et al., 2007).
The most commonly used indicator of the standard of living is gross domestic product
per capita. Many economists take GDP growth per capita as the most important goal, but
Krugman and Wells (2006) argue that it is not sufficient for measuring human well-being and
also it is not a suitable tool for political decisions. When we increase revenue, the output of
the economy is growing, but it's up to us whether we use the money to improve the quality of
life or not. GDP per capita is not a direct reflection of the standard of living but it is one of
many determinants that are involved in it.
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There are interesting studies about the context of wealth and subjective well-being
which are summarized in the following paragraphs Diener and Biswas-Diener (In Ryan and
Deci, 2001):
• People in the richer countries are happier than those living in poorer countries.
• The increase of national wealth in developed countries has been followed by the
growth of subjective well-being, the difference in the Wealth of Nations shows only a
weak correlation with happiness.
Growth in personal wealth generally does not lead to the growth of happiness.
Although there is no clear consensus in definitions of standard of living, quality of
life, well-being and welfare, the fact is that all these concepts are related to man and their
lives. If you want to convert international comparisons, it is necessary to identify the
determinants of standard of living. The assumption is that the determinants found out on the
base of subjective standard of living will be different in Europe in comparison with Africa, for
example. Also, it can be expected that there will be differences between different groups
within one country, whether due to economic activity and gender, or a place of residence.
Similarly, the sector in which people work constitutes a factor that can cause differences in
opinions on the standard of living. For these reasons, the authors of this paper are motivated
to focus on a narrow group of people – the rural population of the Czech Republic. There is
an interest to find out the interconnection of importance of standard of living factors with
SMEs in which the most people in rural regions of the Czech Republic work.
2. Objective and Methodology
The aim of the paper is to determine perceived satisfaction of Czech emloyed rural
households with standards of living and also to verify ifcharacteristics of small and mediumsized enterprise (its size, legal form and distance from household's residence) have an impact
on the satisfaction and also on positive contribution to the development of its environment.
To achieve the aim of the paper, a primary questionnaire survey was conducted among
households from rural regions of the Czech Republic at the end of 2014. Czech rural areas
were selected based on the New urban-rural typology for the NUTS3 regions – methodology
of OECD (OECD, 2015). For the purpose of the paper, the Predominantly rural regions
(Plzeňský, Jihočeský, Vysočina, Pardubický, Olomoucký and Zlínský region) and
Intermediate regions (Karlovarský, Ústecký, Liberecký, Královehradecký, Jihomoravský and
Moravskoslezský region) have been chosen for primary data collection. Households of these
areas belonged to the basic statistical set. Based on the random sampling, representative data
on economic activity of households (employed, self-employed, retired, unemployed and
others – tested by χ2) was obtained. The questionnaires were performed by electronic and
paper form and representative data from more than 700 households was obtained.
389 questionnaires of these households were usable and used for the purpose of the paper
dealing just with ‘employed households’. Questionnaires have been excluded because of
incompleteness, mistakes or because of the head of household did not work in SME. For
example, 121 of them work in micro-sized enterprise, 138 households work in small
enterprise and the last 130 households work in medium-sized enterprise. Questionnaires were
completed by heads of households who renders infromation esppecially about satisfaction
with their standards of living.
In the beginning, 23 factors influencing households' standards of living were defined
by authors. Households assesed these factors using the 1-10 scale (1=minimum;
10=maximum) based on how important perceive them and also how satisfied are with them in
terms of their standards of living. These factors were analyzed in order to identify which of
them are (un)important for households and also which of them are households (dis)satisfied
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with. T
The arithmeetic mean was
w used fo
for the anallysis and calculated hhouseholds' average
perceiveed importannce, satisfacction and poossible diffeerences betw
ween their pperception.
IIn the next step, a correlation betw
ween characcteristics of SME and SSME's impacct on the
contribuution to the developmen
nt of its envvironment and
a househo
old’s satisfacction with standards
s
of livinng were dettermined. First
F
the nuull and alteernative hyp
pothesis abbout (in)dep
pendence
betweenn observed variables were
w
formullated and teested at sign
nificance leevel of α=0.05. The
hypotheeses testing was perforrmed by ussing Pearso
on's Chi-squ
uared test ( 1) of indep
pendence
betweenn variables and
a Cramer''s contingenncy coefficieent of streng
gth dependennce (2):

(1)

(2)
where:
χ2 – Peaarson's chi-ssquared testt,
V – Craamer's contingency coeefficient,
O – obsserved frequuencies,
E – expected frequencies,
n – num
mber of obseervations,
k – num
mber of coluumns,
r – num
mber of rowss.
IIn order too scrutinize results in detail, desscriptive staatistics, succh as absolute and
relative frequenciess, were used
d to processs the obtaineed data.
T
The STATA
A software was
w used foor the analyssis.
3. Resu
ults
B
Based on reesults of the primary qquestinnairee survey, ho
ouseholds ffrom predom
minantly
rural reegions and intermediat
i
te rural reggions perceiv
ve importan
nce of factoors influencing their
standardds of livingg almost id
dentical. Soo there is no factor which
w
wouuld be sign
nificantly
differennt in importaance for hou
useholds froom these tw
wo types of regions.
r
IIn the geneeral the mo
ost importannt factors are:
a ‘availab
bility and qquality of housing’,
h
‘availabbility and quality of grrocery and drugstore’ and ‘safety
y’ of a villaage or a tow
wn. It is
interestiing that at the end of the impoortance are factors lik
ke ‘availabiility and qu
uality of
servicess’ or ‘interppersonal rellationships’’ which maany authors identified as importan
nt factor
influenccing househholds stand
dards of livving (e.g. Stiglitz
S
et al.,
a 2007). But there is little
variability of perceeived imporrtance so diifferences are
a not so laarge. It meaans that hou
useholds
are not aable to diffeer which facctor is moree important for their staandards of lliving.
IIn the casse of percceived satiisfaction with
w
survey
yed factorss was fou
und that
predom
minantly ruraal region ho
ouseholds aare less satisfied with some
s
factorrs in compaarison of
househoolds from inntermediatee rural regioons. The facct concerns in particulaar these 5 faactors of
23: ‘avaailability annd quality of
o educationn’, ‘transporrt connectio
on’, ‘availabbility and qu
uality of
groceryy and drugsttore’, ‘availlability andd quality of services’ and
a ‘availabbility and qu
uality of
sports ffacilities’. It seems, householdss are moree satisfied with thesee 5 factorss in the
intermediate rural regions. Althought
A
thhere are few
w differencces in satissfaction perrception,
other 188 factors arre perceived
d nearly ideentical so we
w consider these two rregions as identical
i
and anaalyze them together (as in the case of perceiveed importan
nce).
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IIn the analyysis of ordeer, we foundd out that households
h
are
a the mosst satisfied with
w ‘air
quality’ and ‘safetyy’ in their village
v
or toown. On thee other hand
d, they are thhe most disssatisfied
with ‘poossibility too get a job’ and
a their ‘inncome levell’ (see Figu
ure 1). And also in the situation
when thhey are empployed.

uencing stanndards of living – average perceivved satisfacttion1
Figure 11. Order of factors influ
T
The Figuree 1 also sho
ows bigger pperceive saatisfaction variability
v
oof factors co
ompared
with varriability of perceived im
mportance oorder. So ho
ouseholds are
a able to iddentify prob
blematic
factors oof their ruraal region wh
hich they thhink, should
d be improveed.
O
Our analyssis showed
d that rurall household
ds differen
ntly perceivve importan
nce and
satisfacttion. Figurre 2 comp
parises perrceived im
mportance and
a
satisfacction with factors
influenccing standaards of livin
ng. These ffactors are sorted by the
t highestt perceived average
importaance and it is obvious that empployed housseholds aree not fully satisfied with
w
any
surveyeed factor.

1

AQ=avaailability and quality of; P=
=possibility off.
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nce and satiisfaction with factors influencingg rural standards of
Figure 22. Perceiveed importan
living – differencess
P
Precise diffferences are shown in tthe Figure 3.
3 Higher co
olumn meanns bigger diifference
betweenn perceivedd importancce and sattisfaction and
a
at the same timee bigger diifference
betweenn expected and actuallly perceiveed situation.. There are three factoors with the bigger
differennces in the Figure. Th
hey are: ‘joob possibility’, ‘incom
me level’ annd ‘availabiility and
quality of healthcaare’. It meeans that C
Czech rural householdss perceive these threee factors
problem
matically annd think th
hey should be on a higher
h
levell. These reesults autho
ors have
expected. For exam
mple, betweeen 22 EU countries, there is thee 5th lowesst level of minimun
m
wages in the Czeech Republic (Eurosttat, 2015) or Czech governmennt expendittures on
healthcaare declininng since 200
09 (Eurostatt, 2014).
O
On the othher hand, they
t
are alm
most fully satisfied with
w
factorss like ‘quaantity of
recreatioon areas’, ‘iinterpersonal relationshhips’, ‘air quality’
q
and ‘municipaliity image’.
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Figure 3. Importannce and saatisfaction w
with factorss influencin
ng rural staandards of living –
differennces order
A
Although thhe issue off standards of living in
i rural reg
gions was eexamined by
b many
authors (e.g. Wan, 2007; Quirroga, 2007;; Hampl, 20
007) they weren't
w
focuused on the topic of
SMEs aand their im
mpact on staandards of liiving of its environment. Authorss' research try
t to fill
in the ggap and in the
t paper an
nalyzed if ccharacteristiics of SME (where thee head of ho
ousehold
works) hhas impact on the positive contribbution to thee developmeent of its ennvironment and also
if there exists correlation betw
ween characcteristics off SMEs and
d householdd’s satisfacttion with
standardds of living which is asssume by auuthors.
Table 1. SMEs' conntribution to
o the positivve developm
ment of its environmen
e
nt – accordin
ng to the
numberr of employeees
num
mber of empployees
up to 9
10 to 49
50 to 249

absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative

not contribute
c
112
93%
125
91%
118
91%

Source: Authors' reesults.
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Table above show if the SME's size has an impact on the (no)contribution to the
development of its environment2. The results indicate that there are not bigger differences
between SMEs devided by their size. Table 1 shows that SME's size hasn't impact on the
contribution. Respondents claim that 91% of small and medium-sized enterprises do not
contribute to the development. In the case of micro-sized enterprises is difference just 2%
when 93% of them do not contribute to the development of its environment. It means that it
doesn’t matter whether there will be medium-sized or micro-sized enterprises in the rural
region.
Table 2. SMEs' contribution to the positive development of its environment – according to the
legal form
legal form
Self-employed
Private limited company (Ltd.)
Joint stock company
Cooperative (coop)
Special partnership
State enterprise
Civil society organization (CSO)
Other

absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative

not contribute
61
86%
133
97%
74
87%
18
95%
6
86%
52
93%
7
88%
4
67%

contribute
10
14%
4
3%
11
13%
1
5%
1
14%
4
7%
1
12%
2
33%

Source: Authors' results.
Due to insufficient number of respondents in some categories (e.g. special partnership
or CSO), authors of the paper consider results showed in the Table 2 as informative. And will
be serve as a basis for further research. Results suggest the most contribution in the case of
Self-employed SMEs. Interest of Self-employed enterprises about development of its
environment explains e.g. Skála (2009) who states that these entrepreneurs try to maximize
the development of the environment near the place of residence they come from.
In the case of SME's distance from household's residence are visible small differences.
It is obvious, that distance between SME's place of business and household's residence plays
role. Findings shown in the table indicate, that the farer household's residence is, the less
SME's contribution is perceived (the biggest difference can be seen in the case of ‘in next
village’ and ‘in a district’ – 11%). It seems, that although households' respondents work in the
enterprise, the farther they live, the less information about its contribution they have.

2

Contribution to the development of SME's environment was based on subjective respondent opinion.
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Table 3. SMEs' contribution to the positive development of its environment – according to the
distance from households’ residence
distance from residence
in a village
in next village
in a district
in a county
in next county

absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative
absolute
relative

not contribute
120
87%
72
88%
101
97%
53
95%
8
100%

contribute
18
13%
10
12%
3
3%
3
5%
0
0%

Source: Authors' results.
It should be mentioned, that results showed above may not be consistent with real
behaviour or SMEs – their contribution to the positive development of its environment
because they are based on subjective opinion of SMEs' employees. Based on this, authors are
going to continue in the research and confirm or refute these findings.
In order to statistically determine correlation between SME's size, legal form or
distance from household's residence and impact on the contribution to the development of
SME's environment the hypotheses testing was performed. First the null and alternative
hypothesis about (in)dependence between mentioned characteristics were formulated.
1) number of employees
H0: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is not dependent on the number of
SME's employees.
H1: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is dependent on on the number of
SME's employees.
2) legal form
H0: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is not dependent on the legal form
of the SME.
H1: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is dependent on the legal form of
the SME.
3) distance from residence
H0: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is not dependent on the SME's
distance from household's residence.
H1: Contribution to the development of SME's environment is dependent on the SME's
distance from household's residence.
Table 4 shows the results of hypotheses testing based on Pearson's Chi-squared test of
independence between observed variables.
Table 4. Hypothesis testing – contribution to the rural development
number of employees
legal form
distance from residence

p-value
.82842
.02831
.03203

Cramer's c.c.
.0311095
.2007065
.1647361

Source: Authors' results.
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Based on results from Table 4 we can summarize that the first null hypothesis about
independence between variables may not be rejected but second and third null hypothesis may
be rejected. So the conclusion is that there doesn't exist correlation between SME's
contribution to the development of its environment and its number of employees but exists
correlation between contribution to the development of SME's environment and SME's legal
form and its distance from household's residence. But a Cramer's contingency coefficient say
that the correlation is a weak (see Table 4). The result concerning the SME's size wasn't
assumed by authors. It was assumed that bigger SMEs with more employees and greater
capital are more focused on social responsible activities. In the case of the third hypothesis,
authors assume that the result is influenced by the situation that the farther from household's
residence SME is, the less information about its activities (and contribution) has. Authors
didn't assume dependence.
The next question was, if there exists correlation between characteristics of SMEs and
household's satisfaction with standards of living. The hypotheses testing was performed to
answer the question.
1) number of employees
H0: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is not dependent on the number of
SME's employees.
H1: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is dependent on the number of SME's
employees.
2) legal form
H0: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is not dependent on the SME's legal
form.
H1: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is dependent on the SME's legal form.
3) distance from residence
H0: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is not dependent on the SME's distance
from household's residence.
H1: Household's satisfaction with standards of living is dependent on the SME's distance
from household's residence.
Table 5. Hypothesis testing – satisfaction with standards of living
number of employees
legal form
distance from residence

p-value
.55799
.71983
.02861

Cramer's c.c.
.0792803
.1201808
.1400744

H0
not rejected
not rejected
rejected

Source: Authors' results.
Table 5 shows expectable results. First two hypotheses about independence between
household's satisfaction with standards of living and SME’s number of employees and legal
form were not rejected. Just the third hypothesis concerning to the distance from household's
residence was rejected so we can claim that there may exists weak dependency between two
variables.
Figures 4-6 show detailed look at the correlation between household's satisfaction
with standards of living and characteristics of SME where the head of household is employed.
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Figure 44. Househollds' satisfaction with sttandards of living according to thee SME's num
mbers of
employeees
T
The Figuree 4 shows th
hat SME's nnumber of employees where the hhead of hou
useholds
work dooes not influuence houseeholds’ satiisfaction wiith standard
ds of living. In every co
olumn is
about 885% of houuseholds sattisfied or rrather satisffied. The reest of approoximately 15% are
dissatisffied or ratheer dissatisfied. It meanss, significan
nt differences were nott observered
d.
IIn the case of SMEs leegal form annd distance from houseeholds' residdence (see Figure
F
5
and 6) it is visiblee that theree are biggeer differencees between
n householdd's satisfactiion with
standardds of livingg. But in the
t Figure 5 it is cau
used especiially by thee small nu
umber of
responddents of Speecial partnerrship, Civil society organization an
nd other bussiness entitiies.
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

SME's lega
al form
ssatisfied

rather
r
satisfi ed

rathe
er dissatisfied
d

dissatissfied

Figure 55. Househollds' satisfaction with sttandards of living accorrding to thee SME's legaal form
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Figure 66. Househoolds' satisfacction with sstandards of
o living acccording to tthe SME's distance
from hoousehold's reesidence
O
Our findinggs shown in
n the Tablee 5 and the Figure 6 indicates
i
thhat the farth
her from
househoold's residennce the SM
ME is the leess satisfied
d the househ
hold will bee with stan
ndards of
living. T
This implication was assumed
a
by the authorss' in the beg
ginning of thhe research
h. One of
the reassons we seee that SME
Es that are llocated closse to the ho
ouseholds' rresidence th
he mean
especiallly save tim
me and moneey on comm
muting. Mo
ore free timee and moneey can then be used,
for exam
mple, for buuilding inteerpersonal rrelationships and meet material neeeds, causin
ng a rise
in standdards of livinng.
Conclusion and diiscussion
T
The paper determiness perceivedd importancce and satiisfaction off 389 Czech rural
employeed househoolds with staandards of lliving and also
a investigates the reelationship between
characteeristics of SMEs
S
and their impactt on househ
holds' satisfaaction with standards of
o living
and posssitive contribution to
o the devellopment off SME's en
nvironment.. Based on
n results
presenteed in the paper,
p
housseholds diff
fferently peerceive imp
portance annd satisfactiion with
standardds of livingg. It means, there is a difference between ex
xpected andd actually perceived
situationn. It was found out that three factors lik
ke ‘job posssibility’, ‘‘income lev
vel’ and
‘availabbility and quuality of heealthcare’haave the bigg
gest differen
nce and shoould be on a higher
level. T
These factorrs should ru
ural policy focus on and
a prepare such condiitions which would
help to iincrease theeir level.
W
With respect to the characteristi
c
ics of SME
Es and theiir contributtion to the positive
developpment of thheir enviro
onment it w
was established that there
t
existss weak correlation
betweenn the develoopment and
d legal form
m of SMEs and the dev
velopment aand SMEs' distance
from hoouseholds' reesidence.
IIn the casee of househ
holds' satis faction witth standards of livingg there exissts weak
correlattion betweenn the satisfaaction and S
SMEs’ distaance from households'
h
residence. It seems
that the farther from
m households’ residencce the SME
E is the less satisfied thhe household
d is with
standardds of living..
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Based on these findings, we recommend to rural policy to continue supporting of rural
SMEs and focus especially on the local Self-employed SMEs or Joint stock companies as the
most valuable eterprises.
With respect to results mentioned above, we claim that small and medium enterprises
play an important role for analyzed rural households and their standards of living. But we
have to note that examined sample of rural employed households is not representative so
results results mentioned in the paper can't be generalized. Results are also based on the
subjective opinion of heads of households which may be affected by many variables. It is the
reason why we would like to compare these results with objective data of statistical offices,
ministries, etc. in the next research.
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